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The objective of this review was to determine how often the transitional, positional and
the counter-attack occur and to determine their start, efficiency and realization.

712 studies were identified, of which 10 (8 of male, 2 of both gender’s studies) were
selected to be analyzed and reviewed

Research was conducted in the following electronic databases: Google Scholar,
PubMed, Web of Science and ResearchGate, using all the available studies published
from February, 2002 to February, 2020.

Key words: offense attack, transition, analysis of offense tactics, set up
position.

Inclusion criteria: (1) works related to basketball athletes; (2) works based on a
representative sample (professional competitions in all categories); (3) papers written in
Serbian and English; (4) a minimum of 12 analyzed matches in progress; (5) works that
had positional and/or transitional and/or counterattack for analysis.

Exclusion criteria: (1) works relating to other sports; (2) works relating to amateurs and
students; (3) works written in other languages; (4) inadequate number of matches
analyzed (less than 12); (5) comparative analysis of basketball and other sports.

For each survey, the parameters are shown: (1) study characteristics, including author
(s) and year of publication, (2) information on respondents such as category and gender,
(3) total number of matches and attacks analyzed (for surveys in which found), (4)
competition rank, (5) monitored parameters and (6) results.
Table 1 Example of a study from table
AUTHOR
AND YEAR

Fotinakis,
Karipidis, &
Taxildaris,
2002

Participants
Category

S

Gender

М

No.
M.

31

No.
A.

/

COMPETITION
RANK

European Championship in
France 1999

MONITORED
PARAMETERS

ECA,
Completion CA,
Realization time CA,
Situation CA,
The first pass (outlet pass).

RESULTS

Analysis and comparison between winners and
losers did not show statistically significant
differences in efficiency. The main way to get to CA
was after a defensive jump. The most common
situation CA is 3-2. CA ended in 3 to 9 seconds and
TA in 6 to 12 seconds.

Legend: S- senior, M- male, No. M- Number of matches, No. A- Number attacks, ECA- efficiency counter-attack, CA- counter-attack, TA- Transitional attack.

* The counter-attack is one of the most important and fastest elements in a basketball
game;
* The final result of the match also depends on its greater representation and
efficiency;
* The results show that the counterattack most often started after a defensive jump;
* It is important where the first outlet pass from further attack schemes is received,
whether the action will end through a counterattack, transition or positional attack;

* Lateral lines were most used for advancement;
* The highest efficiency was in situations with two passes and in a situation of 1: 1
and 3: 2;
* No differences were found in the final result in relation to the representation of
transition and positional attack;
* In all researches, the authors stated that the percentage of positional attacks is the
largest in percentage.

